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SUMMARY 
The short-range ordered structure present in as-quenched Ni.Mo 
and the initial development: of the long-range-ordered structure has been 
studied using single crystal x-ray diffuse scattering techniques. 
Measurements of the diffuse x-ray intensities were made in a minimum 
volume in reciprocal space for the fee alloy, so that quantitative 
determination of local-order parameters could be made. The "size effect" 
coefficients for the first and second order displacement effects were 
separated from those due to local order and their values were determined. 
The local-order parameters were used for a computer simulation of an 
average atomic configuration. 
The atomic model developed for the as-quenched structure which 
"fits" the first five experimental SRO coefficients shows that the local 
atomic arrangements consist of clusters of molybdenum atoms in the {100} 
planes. The atoms within the clusters satisy the long-range-ordered 
structure of Ni.Mo since there are no Mo-Mo pairs as first neighbors, 
only one as second neighbors and six or more as third neighbors. The 
rodlike morphology of the molybdenum clusters grows on ordering for 5 
minutes at 650 C. This result corroborates the rodlike morphology 
present in dilute Ni-W alloys and explains the [l00] streaking observed 




The order-disorder transformation in nickel-20 atomic percent 
molybdenum, Ni.Mo, alloy has been the subject of considerable study for 
the past ten years (1-10). The. transformation occurs at 868 C and 
undergoes a crystal structure change from the disordered face-centered 
cubic (fee) to the ordered body-centered tetragonal (bet) phase (10). 
Both electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction have been used to char-
acterize the kinetics and mechanism of the transformation (1-10). 
Spruiell (3) performed a two-dimensional x-ray diffuse scattering 
measurement on the as-quenched alloy and constructed a model for the 
short-range order (SRO) structure present. He concluded that the SRO 
structure consisted of small regions in which the atomic arrangements 
are quite similar to the long-range ordered (LRO) Ni.Mo structure. This 
description has lead to the "microdomain theory" for ordering in Ni.Mo 
(8,9). The development of LRO is assumed to proceed by the growth of 
tiny ordered domains which are embedded in a random matrix. Ruedl et al 
(8) have claimed to observe such domains in dark-field electron micro-
graphs. Consequently, the SRO diffuse peaks are considered as broad 
superlattice reflections and should occur at the same positions in 
reciprocal space as the superlattice peaks. However, they do not. 
On the other hand, Clapp and Moss (11) from theoretical consider-
ations of interaction potentials reproduced the diffuse intensity 
2 
distribution obtained by Spruiell et a.l (3). They discount the micro-
domain concept for ordering in Ni.Mo since their statistical thermo-
dynamic model of SRO could describe the local order in the as-quenched 
alloy. Field-ion studies of LeFevre et al (4,7) have also failed to 
substantiate the presence of microdomains in Ni.Mo. 
Okamoto (5) has suggested a modification of the domain concept 
using the layered structure of LRO Ni.Mo. He shows that as-quenched 
Ni.Mo contains some form of ordered domains in all the six orientation 
4 
variants of the Ni.Mo structure, and suggests that the diffuse 1̂ 0 peaks 
can be attributed to non-conservative antiphase boundaries within these 
microdomains. Okamoto (5) questions such a description for the disor-
dered alloy since it would require the presence of superlattice reflec-
tions above the critical temperature, T I The problem lies in the fact 
that no complete description exists for the disordered alloy. 
BA 
Warren (14) has shown that the pair probability function P_ can 
be obtained directly from the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of 
the diffuse x-ray intensity corresponding to local order in a binary 
alloy. If the intensity is known within its repeat volume, the pair 
probabilities are obtained uniquely by inverting the equation: 
p M 
1SBD = " W W £ S £ (1 " "if > 6XP (l2- |l mn
) [l1 
where X and X^ are the atomic fractions of the species A and B having 
f. and f„ as their respective atomic scattering factors. K is the 
A B t-t 
O ^ 
r e c i p r o c a l l a t t i c e v e c t o r , = tub.. + h_b~ + h_b_ where b . = 
r X 1 1 2 2 3 3 l 
2 /a . . R-. i s the i n t e r a tomic vec to r for the p o s i t i o n defined by 
I lmn r 
3 
coordinates l,m,n, and N is the total number of atoms irradiated by the 
BA 
beam. (1-Pn /X„ ) is the Warren short-range order parameter, a, , imn B imn 
BA 
where P1 is the probability of finding a B atom in the Imn shell 
after having found the A atom at: the origin. Thus if we measure the 
diffuse x-ray scattering corresponding to local order we can obtain an 
average atomic configuration for the structure under investigation. 
The diffuse x-ray scattering measured contains contributions 
not only due to local order but also due to other factors. Most of 
these, such as Compton scattering, air scattering and flourescence of 
the alloy sample, can be corrected for by either theoretical or experi-
mental methods. Contributions in the diffuse intensity due to first 
and second order thermal diffuse scattering (TDS), size-effect modula-
tions , the Huang peak, have previously teen separated by a theoretical 
analysis which introduced unavoidable assumptions regarding the nature 
of these effects. Recently, Borie and Sparks (16) proposed a theoreti-
cal method which allows one to correct for the above mentioned effects 
using the experimentally measured intensities. This allows the recovery 
of I_,„rt unaffected by the size-effect contributions. Then, with the 
SRO J 
use of equation 1, the required pair probabilities for the determination 
of the average configuration of the as-quenched alloy can be obtained. 
BA 
A knowledge of the pair probability function P, allows the simulation 
of an atomic configuration within a crystal lattice that satisfies the 
given pair probabilities. Such a method was first used by Gehlen and 
Cohen (12) and later by Williams (13). 
Spruiell's et. al (3) data was two-dimensional and did not allow 
a unique determination of the pair probabilities. Therefore, their data 
4 
cannot be used for the simulation of the atomic configuration of the 
as-quenched alloy. Because of these uncertainties, a more exact descrip 
tion of the as-quenched alloy derived from three-dimensional data was 
felt worthwhile. The primary goal of this research was to use x-ray 
diffuse scattering and the 3D method of Borie and Sparks (15-17) to 
quantitatively study the state of local order, and. follow the initial 
development of LRO in Ni.Mo. The pair probabilities determined would 
then be applied to structure simulation so that a better understanding 





The theory pertaining to the x-ray diffuse scattering from binary 
has been very extensively reviewed (15) and reproduced in various 
dissertations (3,18-20), and will not be repeated here. The purpose of 
this section will be to summarize the. theory and to introduce the 
necessary equations for the three dimensional separation method. 
According to the kinematic theory of x-ray diffraction, the total 
coherent intensity in electron units is given by the formula 
I = E E f f exp {i.K« (R - R )} [l\ 
eu P q o q 
p q 
where f and f are the atomic scattering factors for the atoms located p q 
at sites p and q which are separated by the interatomic lattice vector 
-> -> 
R - R . In a real binary substitutional solid solution, the atom 
p q 
positions in the crystal lattice are often displaced from their nodal 
positions due to atomic size differences and thermal vibrations. If we 
include these static and dynamic displacements, the lattice vector 
becomes 
(R - R ) + (3 - 3 ) 
p q p q 
where 9 and 3 represent the displacements from the nodal positions. 
p q 
Substituting this in equation 2 we obtain 
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I = H f f exp {iK«(R - R )} exp {iK-(J - t )} [3] 
eu p q r p q J" p q 
By expanding the second exponential to include second order terms, 
and introducing the concept of order through the Warren short-range order 
coefficient, a_ , Borie and Sparks (16) have shown that the total 
Imn 
coherently scattered intensity can be. written as 
I = S S (X.f. + X^-) exp <iK«R~ > 
eu A A IB B r pq 
P q 
+ S S X X (f - f ) 2 a exp <iK»R~ > p q A B A B pq r pq 
+ Z Z {(X2 + X.X a ) f2 <ll- (dA - tA): v A AT5 pq7 A p a' p q 
+ 2X X f f (1 - a )<±K.(1A - ?B)> 
A B A B pq p q 
+ (X2 + XAX_a ) fl<±lt- (1
B •- "8B):>} exp<i£.S > 
v
 B A B pq B v p q pq 
-±Z Z {(X2A + XX a ) f
2 <[£• ("JA - 1A ) ] 2> 
2 A A B pq A p q 
p q 
+ 2 X X f A L (1 - a ) <[K- Cd
A - 1 B ) ] 2 > A ^ A B pq p q 
+ (X + XX a ) f2 <lt* (1B - 1B)]2>} exp<iX.I 
B AT5 pq B p q r i 
[ 4] 
7 
where a is the Warren short-range order parameter. pq 
The first sum of equation 4 is the intensity of the fundamental 
reflections unaffected by local order or static and dynamic displace-
ments. The second sum is the Laue monotonic intensity modulated by the 
order parameter, a . The third sum is the "size effect" or static pq 
displacement modulated intensity since iK(8 - 8 ) = 0 for thermal 
motion using a harmonic oscillator model. Effects due to both thermal 
and static distortion are contained in the fourth sum. These include 
the first order temperature diffuse scattering and the Huang intensity. 
When this fourth sum is examined for convergence, it is found that a 
negative delta function is produced which peaks at the fundamental 
reflection positions. Physically this means that the mean square atomic 
displacements, which are acting cooperatively over long distances in the 
crystal, reduce the intensity of the fundamental reflections. The inten-
sity lost by the fundamental reflections is redistributed as Huang and 
TDS. Thus if the limiting value of the mean square displacement is added 
to the first sum and subtracted from the fourth sum (when expressed in 
terms of a set of correlated displacement parameters), the intensity 
expression is immediately separable into two parts. One part represents 
the sharp crystalline reflections which are reduced in intensity for the 
reason just cited, and the other describes the diffuse intensity. 
These are: 
-M -M 
^und = Z Z<XAfAe + V B 6 > ***<&%<? ^ 
p q ™ 
which is just like the fundamental reflection reduced in intensity by 
8 
-M 
the f a c t o r e for each atom; and 
diffuse " I I W f A " V S q ^<&'%q> 
+ l l WfA " V <5T + VfA <±t(K ' fy 
p q B r ^ r n 
, B v „ ->• ,->B >Bv -> -> 
- (TT- + a ) f„ <i.KO - 9 )> exp <iK«R > 
XA pq/ B p q
7 * pq 
Z E {XAXB(fA - fB) [(XA + X â )f < ( f c t J ) V 
p q r n r n 
- X. (1 - a )f <(K-8^)2>B + X_(l - a )f < ( K 4 B ) 2 > A A pq A p q Bv pq ' B p q 
(X,, + X.a ) f_<(K-6B ) 2>B ] v B A pq B p q 
X.f2(X. + Xa ) < ( K 4 A ) ( K . ? " A ) > A A A B pq N p v q ' 
^AV 1" W W * ' ^ ' ^ 
- X_ff(X_ -I- XAa ) < ( K 4 E ) ( K * 1 ; B ) > } exp<iK^R > B B B A pq pi q r pq 
[6] 
The above equations are completely general to the second order 
approximation for the displacement effects and may be used for any 
crystal structure containing two atomic species. For face-centered and 
body-centered cubic substitutional solid solutions, iK»R = 
pq 
27Ti(h.l + h„m + h0n) since K = 2TT(h_b., + h_b_ + h J O and R 
1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 pq 
l a . , / 2 + m a 0 / 2 + n a ~ / 2 . h t h and h_ a r e c o n t i n u o u s v a r i a b l e s i n 1 2. 3 l z j 
r e c i p r o c a l s p a c e . E q u a t i o n 6 r e d u c e s t o (17) 
I _ . _ . = NX X (fA - f _ )
2 E E E a , ( cos 2 ' f rh 1 l ) (cos 27rh_m) (cos 27rh0n) 
D i f f u s e A B A B ., lmn 1 2 3 
1 m n 
- NXAXB(fA - f B )
2 E E E f ^ Y ^ ( s i n 217^1) (cos 2Tfh2m) (cos 27rh3n) 
l m n 
+ n 2 Y l m n (
c o s 27rh 1) ( s i n 27rh2m) 
(cos 27rh,3n) 
+ h,>Yi (cos 2 i r h _ l ) ( c o s 2Trh0m) 3 lmn 1 2 
( s i n 27rh n ) } 
, 2 „ „ „ „ , , 2 . 2 1 , , 2 . 2 m 1 1 2 . 2 n v 
4ir N E E E (h-<3 >, + h„<8 >., + h0<& >1 ) 
- 1 lmn Z lmn 3 lmn 
l m n 
x { ( c o s 2 i r h 1 l ) ( c o s 27rtum) ( cos 2Trh n) 
9 9 1m 
+ 8TT N E E E (n-Ji <3 > ( s i n 2 ^ . - 1 ) ( s i n 27rh m) ( cos 2-nh n) 
l m n 
9 I n 
+ h - h . < 8 > ( s i n 2 7 r h , l ) ( c o s 2 i rh_m)(s in 27rh_n) 
1 3 lmn 1 z 3 
+ h_h 0 <8 >- (cos 2 7 r h - l ) ( s i n 2irh0m) ( s i n 2irh 0n)} 2 3 lmn 1 2 3 
[ 7 ] 
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with all sums extending from -N to N. 
Here 
1 = 2TT ,
XA , N r ,M. /*B 
lmn 
- , \(^A+^ ) f A
< x A A >i -(.~+a, )fB<X
BB>1 ] [7.1] f . - f Lvx lmn  lmn A lmn  lmn J 
<fi2>L - w w [<XA + Vta'v^^L - v1 - -wv^H 
+ V 1 - "imn^B^^lmn - (XB + W ^ ^ ^ ^ J j 
" VXA + Vlmn^ l̂mn " 2i V1 " V f A f B ^ * 
- X B ( X B + X A a lmn ) f B < x B x B > [ 7 " 2 ] 
<62>^m = X,X„(f, - f„) [(XA + X„an )f A<(XY)
A>A + X , ( l - a, )f ^ ( X Y ) ^ ? lmn A B A B A B lmn A ' lmn 3 lmn A lmn 
X . ( l - a. ) f<(XY) B > A - (>L + XAan ) f<(XY)
B > B ] A lmn B lmn B A lmn B lmn 
" V X A + V l m n > f A < x V > ~ 2 X A V X ~ °lmn> fA fB<xAY 
B 
> 
" h<*B + Vlmn^B^^ [ 7'3 ] 
The equation is based on the following assumptions: 
(i) The magnitude of the displacements is sufficiently small to 
be adequately described by first and second order terms; 
(ii) The ratio of the atomic scattering factors, f Jf-. is constant 
A a 
over the reciprocal space volume in which the measurements are made. 
11 
The coefficients of each sum may be recovered since each has a different 
dependence on h-, h and h~. 
Following Borie and Sparks (16) we deiiine our operator A as, 
T1H2 = A(h2-l)I(h ,h2,h ) = iCh^h^h ) - 1(1^,^-1,^) 
-NX XgCf f B )
2 Z Z Z ^ n i n ( c o s Z T r h ^ X a l n 2rTh2m)(cos 2-nh^) 
A • 1 m n 
2 2 m 
+ 4rr N Z Z Z ( l - 2 h 0 ) 0 >, ( cos 2Trh_l) (cos 27Thnm) (cos 2Trh.n) _ 2 Imn 1 2 J 
1 m n 
o 9 "I -m 
+ 8IT N Z Z Z {h <8 >7~ ( s i n 27rh 1) ( s i n 27rh m) ( cos 27?h n) 
l m n 
+ h_<8 >™1 ( cos 2 ^ , 1 ) ( s i n 2iTh0m((sin 27rh n) } 3 lmn 1 2 3 
[ 8] 
With reference to Figure la, the difference in intensity on subtracting 
point B from A is the A operation. If this operation is performed over 
the whole volume, the function represented by Equation 8 will be known 
in the volume shown in Figure lb. The difference operator, T2H2, is 
obtained by performing the. same operation on the volume shown in Figure 
lb. 
T2H2 = A 2 ( h 2 - l ) I ( h l f h 2 f h 3 ) = h(h2-l)I(h±,h2:th3) - A ( h 2 - l ) I ( h l f h 2 - l f h 3 ) 
9 9 m 
= -8IT N Z Z Z O > 1 ( cos 2 ^ 1 ) ( cos 2Trh2m) (cos 2irh n) [ 9] 





Figure 1. The Regions of Reciprocal Space for Making Volume Measure-
ments of Diffuse Scattering for the Cubic Systems, (a) ACb^-l) 
operation in the volume, (b) Volume obtained after ACh^-l) 
separation. (c)(d) Minimum repeat: volume for the term < B 2 ^ 
for the fee and bcc, respectively. (e)(f) Volume of diffuse 
intensity data necessary to obtain the < o" >m-, term for fee 
and bcc systems, respectively. (g)(h) Volume or diffuse in-
tensity data necessary to obtain the < h > , term for the 
fee and bcc systems, respectively. (i)(j) Volumes of diffuse 
intensity data necessary to perform the quadratic separation 
method for the fee and bcc systems, respectively. Sparks (17) 
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Having recovered the function given in Equation 9, the other two 
O "1 Q 
functions containing <8 >_ and <8 > can be generated by interchanging 
the indices h- with h„ and h_ with h_, respectively, since the alloy is 
statistically cubic. Sparks (17) has shown that the function represented 
by equation 9 is defined everywhere in reciprocal space if it is known 
in the volumes shown in Figures lc or Id for the fee or bec structures, 
respectively. Aplane containing the symmetry axis Tfg? cuts the volume 
in half leaving the choice of the repeat volume rather flexible. The 
size and shape of this repeat volume is the same as that for the function 
Y-, • Figure le and If shows the volume of diffuse intensity data 
9 m 
necessary to obtain the minimum repeat volume for the function <8 >n 
lmn 
for face-centered and body-centered cubic structures respectively. 
By performing the operation A (2-h,) on equation 8 we have the 
result that 
T1H1 = A(2-h1)A(h2-l)I(h1,h2,h3) = A(h2-l)I (h^h^h.^ - A(h2-l)I(2-h1,h2,h3) 
= 16TT N Z E E O >7m (sin 2^,1) (sin 27Th0m) (cos 2iTĥ n) [101 .. lmn 1 Z 3 
l m n 
The volume of diffuse intensity data needed to do this separation 
is shown in Figure lg where the intensity (P-C) is subtracted from the 
intensity (A-B) for the fee structure and Figure lh for the bee structure. 
The other two functions containing <3 '>- and <3 > can be generated 
from the recovered function of equation 10 by interchanging h„ for h„ 
and h- for h-, respectively. 
The function E Z E yn (cos 2T0\~ 1) (sin 2iTh0m) (cos 2iTh0n) can now 
lmn 1 z J l m n 
14 
< 
be recovered from the intensity distribution represented by equation 8, 
since the value of the latter two sums is known. Likewise it is straight-
forward to recover the remaining function Z Z Z a- (cos 27rh.,l)(cos 2irh~m) 
n lmn 1 2 
1 in n 
(cos 27rh~n) from equation 7 since all the other terms are known. 
One of the many possible volumes in reciprocal space in which 
the measured intensity distribution is sufficient to allow a complete 
separation of the four different kinds of terms given in equation 7 is 
made by combining the volumes of Figure le and lg or Figure If and lh 
for the fee and bee cases, respectively. These volumes are shown in 
Figure li and lj for fee and bee respectively. 
The three dimensional analysis of Borie and Sparks (16) described 
in this Chapter allows a determination of the coefficients a1 . Y. , 
lmn lmn 
3 > ,<3 > . With these coefficients, a probable atomic configuration 




The method just described requires that the total diffuse scattered 
intensity be measured over the volume of reciprocal space shown in 
Figure li, using a single crystal sample. The Ni.Mo single crystal was 
supplied by Dr. J. E. Spruiell of the University of Tennessee. The 
single crystal was oriented to have the (210) planes parallel to the 
surface; an orientation which allows maximum accessibility to the region 
of principal interest in reciprocal space. 
The measurements of the total diffuse scattered intensity were 
made utilizing a four-circle goniometer described elsewhere (23). This 
completely automated unit was driven by aDatex unit which reads instruc-
tions from a paper tape. The diffractometer was aligned and a (111) 
oriented silicon single crystal was used to determine the true zero in 
2 0. The horizontal and vertical divergences of the slit system was 
1.5 and 3.0 degrees respectively. The incident beam from the copper 
tube (34KV, 14ma) was monochromated using a doubly-bent pyrolytic 
graphite monochromator. The half-wavelength as well as the higher 
order harmonics that pass the monochromator were removed using balanced 
filters in the incident beam. This procedure removes the occurrence of 
fluorescence from the sample which would otherwise add to the total 
measured diffuse scattering. The single crystal was carefully aligned 
Very kindly loaned to us by Dr. C. J. Sparks of Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. 
16 
and the true zeroTs of 2 0, 0, x found and set. The sample was placed 
in a helium gas chamber to reduce air scattering. A scatter slit 
placed between the sample chamber and the detector prohibited the 
radiation scattered by the chamber walls from entering the detector. 
The measurements of the total diffuse scattering intensity were 
made over 6 planes along the h~ direction, and represented a set of 1576 
points on a square grid in reciprocal space spread uniformly over the 
volume of Figure li at intervals of Ah. = 0.05 in the reciprocal lattice. 
Based on the initial orientation of the single crystal, the x> 0 and 29 
setting for each of these points was computed by the program DIFVOL 
(listed in the appendix) and these settings converted to Datex instruc-
tions and punched onto a paper tape. A check point was programmed in 
the tape, so that after every 50 data points, this check point would be 
read in order to monitor any power fluctuations of the primary beam. 
Corrections due to the fluctuations were made by normalizing the data 
with respect to the check point. 
The convers don of the measured diffuse scattered intensity to 
absolute electron scattering units was made by measuring the amorphous 
scattering from polystrene ( CJHft) at 100 degrees 2 9 and using the 
physical constants in Table 1„ This intensity was then corrected for 
* 
polarization factor, resonance x-rays (25) and Compton scattering and 
finally divided by the Laue Monotonic intensity. The atomic scattering 
factors used were corrected for dispersion effects. The Compton 
scattered intensity was computed from values of the incoherent scattering 
The value of the nickel resonance was measured by Dr. C, j. Sparks of 
OakR idge National Laboratory. 
17 
Table 1. Physical Constants 
X ^ - X . = 0.20 
A 




= 1.54178 A 
29 = 9 f\ £9' 
monochromator ^o«o^ 
20 , = 100.00c 
polystyrene 
-̂  for Ni.Mo ••= 75.5 cm /gm 
o 4 
** for polystyrene := 4.036 cm /gm 
V - 6 5 - 0 0 
N 
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function given by Compton and Allison (24). The various corrections 
were performed by the program INTCOR, written for such work. The result-
ing intensity represented the diffuse intensity modulated by local order, 
size effects, and thermal diffuse scattering. 
The separation, as described in Chapter II, of the various compo-
nents of the diffuse intensity is performed by program SEPRIT, written 
to do the three dimensional separation for the quadratic approximation 
case. The output of this program gives us the various intensity compo-
nents in their respective repeat volumes for recovering the coefficients, 
m „2 m „2 lm , _ . . . , 
Q/., > Vn j <o >, , <6 >i by Fourier inverting their appropriate Imn imn Imn imn 
intensities, which is performed by program COEFFS. All of these pro-
grams are listed in the appendix. Since fundamental peaks are present 
in the volume in which the diffuse scattering is measured, they appear 
after the separation in the local-order component. Thus, before the 
alphas can be computed the fundamental intensities present have to be 
removed. This was accomplished by assuming that the short range order 
intensity vanishes at the Bragg positions and extrapolating the short-
range order intensity smoothly through these regions. The short range 
order coefficients thus obtained is finally used in the Williams (13) 
program to simulate the atomic configuration present in the disordered, 
and after 5 and 10 minutes ageing at 650°C. 
The Williams (13) program uses 8000 atoms for the simulation 
and the composition of the alloy fixes the number of l's (X.) an<^ 0?s 
(X_) present in the entire model. These atoms are. interchanged until 
the alphas calculated for each site move towards the desired value, i.e. 
the experimentally observed values. This is done by examining individual 
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sites and not changing any site which would cause the composition to 
fall outside prescribed limits. Provided this criterion is met, a site 
is changed if the vector sum of the alphas moves closer to the design 
value. This program differs from Gehlen and Cohen's (12) program in the 
manner in which it examines the sites. The pairs to be interchanged are 
selected at random in Gehlen and Cohen's program, while Williams' 
developed a method of scanning which allows the entire model to be 
scanned sequentially in such a manner that the neighbors of any given 
site are examined in a random fashion. This scheme is faster and insures 
that each site is examined. The input data for Williams' program are 
the first three alphas, the overall composition of the alloy and the 
range within which the composition is allowed to vary. Once the model 
has been generated in the computer, any predetermined number of alphas 
may be calculated and printed. The resulting atomic configurations on 
successive (100) planes of the model are then printed out. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The measured diffuse intensity for the as-quenched alloy is shown 
in Figure 2a-f for the six planes in the fee volume. The intensities 
are in Laue Monotonic units having been previously corrected for Compton 
scattering and nickel resonance x-rays (25). The diffuse peaks occur 
at (1,^,0) and their equivalent positions in reciprocal space. The 
contours show that the peaks are very broad and sspread over a large 
volume in reciprocal space with tails extending approximately 10 degrees 
on either side of the peak. The peaks; are not very symmetrical due to 
the size effect intensity. The intensity distribution for plane 1 is 
similar to that obtained by Spruiell et al (3). 
The superlattice reflections of Ni.Mo occur at positions different 
than the diffuse peaks. These, positions are shown by astericks on Figure 
2a and 3a. The diffuse scattering contours do not appear to be affected 
by any intensity at the superlattice peak positions. 
Okamoto (5) studied as-quenched Ni.Mo using electron diffraction 
techniques. He plotted the diffracted intensity obtained along the [ 420 ] 
direction on (121) planes and observed small intensity maxima at super-
lattice peak positions. He claims this as evidence for ordered domains 
existing in the as-quenched alloy. Since the volume in which our measure-
ments were made does not include a large section of the (121) plane, 
this could not be checked throughly. Instead, the intensity distribution 
along the [420] direction on the (100) plane is shown in Figure 4. 




HI .H2--0-Q.0.-0 Hi .H2=l . 0 . 0 . 0 
Figure 2a. Diffuse In tens i ty Dis t r ibut ion on the (h , h , h3 = 0.00) Plane of Reciprocal Space 
for as-quenched Ni^Mo. (Quantity Plot ted i s Ieu/RX X f f - f ) 2 . Contours Near Funda-
mental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed.) a A a 
ro 




HI ,H2-0.0.0.0 HI .H2-1.0.0-0 
Figure 2b. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h., h«, h~ = 0.05) Plan 
Space for as quenched Ni.Mo. Quantity Plottea is Ieu/NX.X^(f -
Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed) 
e of Reciprocal 




HI .H2----1 .0.1-0 
HI .H2-0.0.0-.0 HI ,H2;:l .0.0.0 
Figure 2c. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h-, h2, h^ = 0.10) Plane of Reciprocal 
Space for as quenched Nickel - 20 at. °L Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is 
Ieu/NX.XL (f. -fg) . Contours Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed) 
HI .H2----1 - 0 . 1 . 0 
HI .H2--O.0.Q.Q HI .H2--1 . 0 . 0 - 0 
Figure 2d. Diffuse I n t e n s i t y D i s t r i b u t i o n on the ( h ^ h„, h 3 = 0.15) Plane of Rec iproca l 
Space for as quenched Nickel - 20 a t . X Molybdenum Al loy . Quant i ty P l o t t e d 
i s Ieu/NXAXB(fA«f )








HI .H2--O.Q.0.0 HI .H2-z 1 .0.0-0 
Figure 2e. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h, , h„, h^ = 0.20) Plane of Reciprocal 
Space for as quenched Nickel - 20 at. °L Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is 




HI .H2--1 .0.1 .0 
HI .H2-.-.0. 0.0-0 HI ,H2-:1 .0.0.0 
Figure 2f. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h, , h„, h« = 0.25) Plane of Reciprocal 
c~«„~ c ~„ t-_j XTJ -M« fr\ *.,•*... fii-i-fc-j y_ T... /XTV v / c c \2 o__^ Space for as quenched Ni.Mo. (Quantity Plotted Is Ieu NX.X (f -fj 
Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed). 
Contours 
Hi .H2---1 . 0 . 1 -0 
5 MINS 
PLflNF 
HI .H2--0-0.Q.0 HI .H2----1 . 0 , 0 - 0 
Figure 3a. Diffuse I n t e n s i t y D i s t r i b u t i o n on the (h-,, h2 
for 5 mins . Ordered Nickel - 20 at.% Molybdenum 
I e u / N W f A-V 2 
h~ = 0.00) 
fa 
Plane of Reciprocal Space 
H o y . (Quant i ty P l o t t e d i s 
Contours Near Fundamental Bragg Ref l ec t ions Have Been Removed). 
ro 
• - j 
HI ,H2=1 ..0. 1 -0 
HI .H2 = 0-0.0.0 HI ,H2= 1 >0.0 -0 
Figure 3b. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h1, h?, h~ = 0o05) Plane of Reciprocal Space 
for 5 mins. Ordered Nickel - 20 at. % Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is 
leu/NX X^(f -f«) . Contours Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed). 
hO 
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HI ,H2=1 ,0,1.0 
HI .HZ = 0.0.0-0 HI ,H2=I .0,0-0 
Figure 3c. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h.. , h9, h~ = 0.10) Plane of Reciprocal Space 
for 5 mins. Ordered Nickel - 20 at. % Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is 
2 Contours Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed). l e u / N X ^ f ^ ) 
ro 
vO 
HI ,H2=l,Q.l -0 
HI .H2 = 0.0.0.0 HI .H2=l .0.0-0 
Figure 3d. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h. , h~, h~ = 0.15) Plane of Reciprocal Space 
% Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is for 5 mins. Ordered Nickel - 20 at 
Ieu/NX.X_(f.-f )*". Contours Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed). 
U) 
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HI ,H2=1 .0.1 .0 
HI ,H2 = 0 .0,0.0 HI .H2--1 .0,0-0 
Figure 3e. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h.. , hu, h- = 0.20) Plane of Reciprocal Space 
for 5 mins. Ordered Nickel - 20 at. °L Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is 
Ieu/NX.3L(£ -f ) . Contours Near Fundamental Bragg Reflections Have Been Removed). 
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HI .H2--1 >0,1 .0 
HI .H2--0.0 ,0-0 HI .H2--1 .0,0-0 
Figure 3f. Diffuse Intensity Distribution on the (h.. , h?, h~ = 0.25) Plane of Reciprocal Space 
for 5 mins0 Ordered Nickel - 20 at0 % Molybdenum Alloy. (Quantity Plotted is 




Although the (100) planes are not the most suitable for observation of 
superlattice intensities, it can be seen that small maxima do occur at 
superlattice peak positions, and these maxima are simply due to the 
diffuse peak tails. These are not due to any other intensities as can 
be seen from the 3D map of Figure 5. 
On ordering the alloy for 5 minutes at 650 G, the diffuse peaks 
sharpen considerably and the peak intensity increases by approximately 
threefold, Figure 3a-f. It is interesting to compare the (002) electron 
diffraction pattern, Figure 6b, of reference 5 and our Figure 3a, since 
they are supposed to represent the same state of order (heat treated 
for 5 minutes at 650 C) • The diffuse intensity distribution present in 
the electron diffraction pattern of reference 5 is shown schematically 
in Figure 6, where each diffuse spot is related to its superlattice peak 
by a "paddle shaped" intensity distribution. An examination of Figure 
3a where the superlattice peak positions are marked by astericks shows 
no clear cut "paddle shaped" intensity. Since the manner by which the 
ordering was performed was different (in our case, the sample was encap-
sulated in a quartz tube under vacuum and heated in a furnace, whereas 
Okamoto heat-treated small disc-like samples in a salt bath at 650 G), 
the state of order considered might be different. The intensity distri-
bution of Figure 6b of reference 5 shows a stage of ordering far advanced, 
whereas Figure 3a shows an earlier stage. The intensity distribution 
obtained for the sample ordered 10 minutes at 650?C is similar to the 
5 minutes ordered case, except that the peak intensities are slightly 
higher. Plots of the measured diffuse intensity for the 10 minutes 
ordered sample are given in the appendix. 
(1 1/2 0) (3 3/2 0) 
I t L I I I I I I I 
(1,6) (3,7) (5,8) (7,9) (9,10) (11,11) (13,12) (15,13) (17,14) (19,15) (21,16) 
(x,y) coordinates of points in the volume lying on the [420] direction. 
Figure 4. Plot of Corrected measured Intensity Along [420] Direction on (100) Plane. 
(Astericks marks positions of superlattice peak positions). 
Figure 5. 3D Map of Measured Diffuse Intensity on the (h , bu, h~ = 0.0) Plane of Ni.Mo 
Ordered for 5 mins. at 650°C. (Asterick shows position of superlattice reflection) 
w 
ui 
Figure 6. A Schematic of the Intensity Distribution on the (200) Plane of Ni,Mo as Shown by-
reference (5). (Astericks marks positions of superlattice peaks). 
ON 
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The measured intensities were separated into the different com-
ponents using the program SEPRTT, which gives the separated components 
in their respective repeat volumes. The short range order intensity 
obtained after separation of the "size effect" for the as-quenched alloy-
is shown in Figure 7a-f. The intensity distribution is symmetrical 
about the diffuse peak positions. The coefficients, a-, > Yn » <3 >, > 
Imn imn lmn 
<3 > are obtained by Fourier inversion using the repeat volumes and 
lmn 
their respective summetries for the different: components. The 6 
coefficients represent the combined first order TDS and second order 
static displacement terms. These coefficients, for the as-quenched 
and slightly-ordered cases, have been added in the appendix. These 
coefficients decrease with increasing order. 
Table 2 gives the three-dimensional local order parameters 
obtained from the separated short-range order component for the three 
different cases. The coefficients were checked by synthesizing the 
local-order intensities and recalculating the alphas from the synthesized 
intensity. The round off error was less than one percent. Since the 
ordered peaks were fairly sharp, alphas up to (888) were used to synthe-
size the intensity. QV.nn ~ 1.387 for the as-quenched alloy although 
theoretically the value should be 1.000. A disagreement of this magni-
tude is common in the literature on diffuse scattering measurements, 
although the reason is unclear,, Gragg (20) has shown from theoretical 
error analysis that about 20 percent of the error in ounn can be attri-
buted to the noninclusion of displacement effect terms higher than second 
order. The extra unaccountable intensity might arise from resonance 
x-rays (25) and affects the lower order coefficients the most. 
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HI,H2-\-0,!-0 
HI,H2rO.Q.Q.Q HI ,H2=1 -0,0.0 
Figure 7a. Distribution of the Separated Short Range Order Intensity in 
the First Quadrant in Reciprocal Space. (Quantity Plotted 
is same as in Figure 2. (h~ = 0.00)). 
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HI ,H2rl .0,! .0 
HI .H2-0.0,0.0 HI ,H2=1 -0.0.0 
Figure 7b. Distribution of the Separated Short Range Order Intensity in 
the First Quadrant in Reciprocal Space. (Quantity Plotted is 
same as in Figure 2. (h~ = 0.05)). 
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HI ,H2-_-l .0,1-0 
HI ,H2_0.Q -0.0 H1.H2=1 -0,0-0 
Figure 7c. Distribution of the. Separated Short Range Order Intensity in 
the First Quadrant in Reciprocal Space,, Quantity Plotted is 
same as in Figure 2. (h~ = 0.10)). 
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HI ,H2-0.0.0-0 HI ,H2~1 -0.0-0 
Figure 7d. Distribution of the Separated Short Range Order Intensity 
in the First Quadrant in Reciprocal Space. (Quantity Plotted 
is same as in Figure 2). (h3 = 0.15). 
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HI .H2--0.0.0.0 HI ,H2-1 -0,0.0 
Figure 7e« Distribution of the Separated Short Range Order Intensity 
in the First Quadrant in Reciprocal Space. (Quantity 
Plotted is same as in Figure 2.) (h„ == 0.20). 
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HI ,H2=l -0,1-0 
HI .H2-0- 0-0.0 HI .H2=l .Q.0.0 
Figure 7f. Distribution of the Separated Short Range Order Intensity 
in the First Quadrant in Reciprocal Space. (Quantity Plotted 
is same as in Figure 2. (h. = 0.25)). 
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Table 2. Three Dimensional Short Range Order Coefficients for Nickel-
20 Atomic Percent: Molybdenum Alloy for Different Conditions 
As Shown. 
LMN AS-QUENCHED 
ORDERED AT 650°C 
for 5 mins. for 10 mins, 
000 1.587 1.489 1.173 
110 -0.204 -0.243 -0.225 
200 -0.010 0.112 0.107 
211 0.114 0.170 0.155 
220 -0.072 -0.186 -0.165 
310 -0.064 -0.103 -0.074 
222 -0.123 -0.180 -0.132 
321 0.034 0.081 0.046 
400 0.110 0.295 0.232 
330 0.005 -0.045 -0.009 
411 -0.046 -0.099 -0.066 
420 0.035 0.042 0.028 
332 0.013 0.016 0.019 
422 -0.014 -0.036 -0.027 
431 -0.019 -0.031 -0.023 
510 -0.016 -0.047 -0.043 
521 0.015 0.049 0.040 
440 0.029 0.091 0.062 
433 -0.011 -0.007 -0.006 
530 -0.009 -0.031 -0.028 
600 -0.025 -0.005 0.010 
442 0.014 0.036 0.021 
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The SRO coefficients obtained were used to computer simulate an 
average atomic configuration for the alloy. Performing such a simulation 
with Williams (13) program for the as-quenched and 5 minutes ordered 
structure a model was obtained from which the SRO coefficients could 
be calculated. A comparison of the alphas obtained from the model and 
those measured is shown in Table 3 for the as-quenched and 5 minutes 
ordered alloy. The fit extends down to the higher order alphas and is 
consistent with the measured values in signs and magnitude. The model 
developed follows the large rise in o/9nn> observed experimentally when 
the alloy was ordered slightly. In addition to generating the model 
and giving the relative positions of the two kinds of atoms in the model, 
the computer may be programmed to search the model for atoms or groups 
of atoms satisfying certain specified criteria. This information 
produces a better insight and understanding of the model. Tables 4-5 
give some information of this type for the as-quenched alloy. Table 4 
gives the number of molybdenum neighbors in the first and second shell 
for each Mo atom in a random alloy. Table 5 lists similar information 
for the model of the as-quenched alloy. There are 23 molybdenum atoms 
having no first Mo neighbors and 2 second nearest Mo neighbors in the 
random alloy, while this number increases to 279 for the as-quenched 
alloy. Physically this means that "clusters" form. 
To obtain a better concept of the local order it is useful to 
try to isolate regions in the model which meets a specified criterion 
and to examine the size and shape of such regions. Various authors 
(3,5,8,9) have argued that the as-quenched condition in Ni.Mo consists 
of microdomains of LRO, so this possibility was examined. Each 
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Table 3. Comparison of the Three Dimensional Short Range Order 
Coefficients as Obtained from the Computer Generated 
Model with those Measured for the As-Quenched and 5 
Minutes at 650°C Order Sample. 
AS-QUENCHED 5 MINS ORDERED 
Measured Model Measured Model 
000 1.587 1.000 1.489 1.000 
110 -0.204 -0.185 -0.243 -0.204 
200 -0.010 -0.006 0.112 0.110 
211 0.114 0.120 0.170 0.151 
220 -0.072 -0.070 -0.186 -0.168 
310 -0.064 -0.027 -0.103 -0.090 
222 -0.123 -0.123 -0.180 -0.188 
321 0.034 0.013 0.081 0.072 
400 0.110 0.110 0.295 0.296 
330 0.005 0.005 -0.045 -0.040 
411 -0.046 -0.046 -0.099 -0.089 
420 0.035 0.029 0.042 0.054 
332 0.013 0.024 0.016 0.038 
422 -0.014 0.004 -0.036 -0.039 
431 -0.019 -0.018 -0.031 -0.060 
510 -0.016 -0.022 -0.047 -0.057 
521 0.015 0.016 0.049 0.052 
440 0.029 0.029 0.091 0.153 
433 -0.011 -0.009 -0.007 -0.035 
530 -0.009 -0.015 -0.031 -0.032 
600 -0.025 -0.007 -0.005 0.025 
442 0.014 0.013 0.036 0.037 
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Table 4. Joint Population of 11.0-200 Shells for Molybdenum Atoms in 
the Computer Model for Random Ni.Mo. 
Number Molybdenum Atoms in (200) Shell 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
o 0 
r-t 






76 120 87 37 5 1 0 
1 2 109 179 112 23 11 0 0 
•U 





X J CO 
60 97 54 12 3 0 0 
£ 5 15 32 17 7 0 0 0 
o 
7 6 5 2 0 0 0 
cu 
1 -1 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 5. Joint Population of 110-200 Shells for Molybdenum Atoms 
in the Computer Model Generated for As-Quenched Ni.Mo. 
Number Molybdenum Atoms in 200 Shell 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
0 86 245 279 68 2 0 0 
CJ 
•H 




2 76 10 0 0 0 0 0 
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molybdenum atom was examined using a criteria based on the long-range 
ordered structure; i.e., no molybdenum-molybdenum first neighbors and 
only one Mo-Mo second nearest neighbors. Generally a criterion based on 
the first and second shells is sufficient to isolate the regions, but 
as will be seen on examining Figures 8 and 9, this is not sufficient 
for Ni.Mo. The third shell has to be considered before a structure of 
4 
the clusters can be established. Figures 8 and 9 show five consecutive 
(100) planes of the computer model for the as-quenched and 5 minutes 
ordered sample. The symbol 1 represents molybdenum and 0 the nickel 
atoms. Each plane contains 200 atoms of the total 4000 atoms in the 
model. The criterion used to mark out the areas was using a Mo atom 
as the origin, no Mo atoms in the first shell, one or more in the second 
shell and six or more in the third shell. This criteria closely approxi-
mates the model developed by Spruiell (3). The boundary lines drawn 
show small areas in which the criterion was satisfied. The areas are 
o 
four to six atoms diameter in size, or approximately 15 to 20 A. This 
is indeed the size of the microdomains that have claimed to exist in 
this alloy (3,9). This size of the domains does not change much on 
ordering for 5 minutes at 650°C, but the order is more, complete as seen 
in Figure 9. An attempt was made to see if the composition fluctuations 
mentioned by Okamoto (5) could be observed in these computer maps. This 
failed since the areas mentioned are so small that a sufficient number 
of (420) planes were not found. 
Streaks of intensity along the [100] directions are observed at 
the peak positions of the diffuse intensity distributions shown in 
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Figure 8. Atomic Arrangements of Computer Generated Model for As-Quenched Ni,Mo. (Plane 1 stacks 
on top of 2, 2 on top of 3 and so on). 
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Figure 9. Atomic Arrangements of Computer Generated Model for Alloy Aged for 5 Minutes at 650 C. 
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Figures 2 and 3. The streaks get more prominent on ordering at 650°C 
and are accompanied by a large, rise in the value of a9nn> from -0.010 
to 0.112 (Table 2). This feature was reproduced in the short-range 
coefficients obtained from the simulated model (Table 3). Thus it is to 
be expected that the computer maps would show this feature and indeed 
they do. Figure 10, for as-quenched alloy shows that the atomic con-
figuration consists of rods on (200) planes lying in <100> directions. 
About 55 percent of the molybdenum atoms in the model are in the rods. 
As the alloy orders the rods get longer as seen in Figure 11 for the 
5 minutes ordered case. Here about 63 percent of the molybdenum atoms are 
in the rods configuration. The. morphology described here, although never 
before discussed for Ni.Mo, has been suggested for nickel-10 atomic percent 
tungsten alloy (26). The nickel-tungsten system is very similar to the 
nickel-molybdenum system and Ni,W is structurally the same as Ni.Mo (28). 
Okamoto shows photographs of microdomains in Ni.Mo ordered for 10 minutes 
at 750°C and claims that the microdomains are equiaxed and have a size 
o 
distribution of 20 to 100 A. However, close examination of Figure 10b 
in reference 5 shows those microdomains as small rods. Okamoto also 
claims that "there is a slight tendency for the domains of a particular 
variant to align themselves in rows was observed with longer ageing times 
but neither with sufficient frequency nor with sufficient directional 
uniqueness to establish any definite relationship with a diffraction 
effect." The field-ion (5) micrographs also show clusters of molybdenum 
atom in a rod-like fashion. We conclude that the as-quenched structure 
of Ni,Mo has rod-like clusters of molybdenum atoms which satisfy the 
primary characteristic of Ni.Mo, in that there are no Mo-Mo first 
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Figure 10. Atomic Arrangements of Computer Generated Model for As-
Quenched Ni.Mo Showing Rodlike Morphology. 
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Figure 11. Atomic Arrangement of Computer Generated Model of 
Alloy Aged 5 Minutes at 650°C. The rodlike morphology 
can be seen to be growing. 
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Table 6. Three Dimensional First Order Size Effect Coefficients for 


























0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 
0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .112 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .076 0 . 0 7 6 
0 .028 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 .042 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .037 
0 .037 0 .037 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 . 0 4 5 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .045 0 . 0 1 2 
0 . 0 2 6 0 . 0 2 6 
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Table 7. Three Dimensional First Order Size Effect Coefficients for 














































Table 8. Three Dimensional First Order Size Effect Coefficients for 
Ni Mo, Quenched from 1000°C and Ordered 10 Minutes at 650°C. 
n 
'lmn 
000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
110 0.000 0.000 0.000 
200 0.005 0.000 0.000 
211 -0.015 0.000 0.000 
220 0.083 0.083 0.000 
310 0.000 0.000 0.000 
222 0.066 0.066 0.066 
321 0.000 0.016 0.000 
400 -0.116 0.000 0.000 
330 0.000 0.000 0.000 
411 0.036 0.000 0.000 
420 0.051. -0.010 0.000 
332 0.000 0.000 0.015 
422 0.082 0.005 0.005 
431 0.023 0.000 0.000 
440 -0.015 -0.015 0.000 
433 0.012 0.000 0.000 
442 0.006 0.006 -0.014 
444 0.003 0.003 0.003 
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nearest neighbors. This morphology also explains the unusual rise in 
a9nn and the [100] streaking observed in the diffuse scattering maps. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The three-dimenional diffuse scattering measurements have been 
analyzed for the as-quenched Ni.Mo and show that the structure in the 
quenched state has tiny rodlike regions. These rods: 
i) satisfy the primary requirement of the LRO structure in that 
there are no molybdenum-molybdenum neighbors in the first shell; 
ii) grow on ordering; 
iii) satisfies the measured alpha parameters and explain the 
streaks of intensity observed in the measured diffuse scattering. 
3. ecommendations 
The local order coefficients obtained from this study can be 
used for the following calculations and modeling which will aid in a 
general understanding of solid solutions: 
(i) The alphas can be used to test the validity of the quasi-
chemical approach to solid solutions. The quasi-chemical theory main-
tains that the energy of a solution is given by the sum of constant 
pairwise interaction energies between the various neighbors and that 
volume and vibrational changes accompanying the formation of the alloy 
from its components can be neglected. We ma.y use the short-range order 
coefficients to extract the interaction energies from a set of simul-
taneous equations, provided sufficient coefficients are available. 
60 
Using these interaction energies the validity of Clapp and Mossfs (11) 
theory, i.e., that the disordered state above T is best described by 
a "liquid-like" structure or a statistical model of 310, can be checked. 
(ii) The short-range order coefficients can be used to calculate 
thermodynamics data, e.g., AH £. .. , = NX L I C.a. V, and the J > o » configurational A E l l l 
calculated value be compared with that obtained from specific heat data. 
(iii) The alphas can be used to predict configurational changes, 
and therefore the strength, of Ni,Mo due to deformation. 
(iv) Finally, an analysis of the static displacement coefficients 
determined from the diffuse scattering experiments can be made in order 
to clarify the elastic properties of Ni.Mo. 
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APPENDIX A 
DIFFUSE INTENSITY MAPS AND TABLES 
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SRQ I N T E N S I T Y 
HI ,H2-1 .0,0-5 
HI ,H2 = 0-5,0-0 HI .H2=l -0,0-0 
64 
SIZE EFFECT INTENSITY 
HI ,H2--1 -0,0-5 
HI .H2 = 0-5,0.0 HI ,H2=1 -0.0.0 
65 
DEL SQUARE I N T E N S I T Y 
HI ,H2::1 -0 -0-5 
HI rH2 = D -5,0 -0 HI MZ~\ -0,0-0 
66 
DEL CRQSS I N T E N S I T Y 
HI ,H2 = 1 .0.0-5 
HI ,H2=0.5,0.0 HI .H2=l -0.0-0 
10 MINS 
PLRNE1 
HI .H2- -0 .0 .0 .0 
HI , H 2 - 1 . 0 . 1 - 0 
HI .H2-1 . 0 . 0 . 0 
HI . H 2 - 1 . Q . l .Q 
Hi , H 2 = 0 . 0 . 0 - 0 HI ,H2=l . 0 , 0 - 0 
ON 
00 
HI .H2.1 . 0 . 1 .0 
H I , H 2 - 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 HI .H2=l . 0 , 0 . 0 
ON 
vo 
HI .H2--1 . 0 , 1 .0 
HI ,HZ = 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 HI ,H2=1 .0 .0 -0 
^J o 
HI ,H2=1 . 0 , 1 .0 
H I , H 2 = 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 H I , H 2 = l - 0 . 0 . 0 
HI .H2-1 . 0 . 1 - 0 
HI .H2=Q.Q.0.Q HI , H 2 - 1 . 0 . 0 - 0 
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Three Dimensional Delsquare Coefficients for Ni.Mo Quenched from 1000°C, 
-2 1 
LMN <5 >, Lmn 
„z m 
< 5 > , 
Imn 
*2 n 
< 6 > lmn 
0 . 3 7 4 0 . 3 7 4 
0 . 8 9 0 1.008 
0 .782 0 .782 
0 . 8 0 3 0 . 8 0 3 
0 .745 0 .898 
0 . 7 1 6 0 . 7 6 3 
0 . 7 1 3 0 . 7 1 3 
0 . 6 6 3 0 .705 
0 . 6 5 3 0 . 6 5 3 
0 . 5 4 9 0 .630 
0.62.5 0 . 6 2 5 
0 .560 0 . 5 7 5 
0 .505 0 . 5 0 8 
0 .485 0 .485 
0 .460 0 .459 
0 . 3 2 0 0 .392 
0 . 3 2 3 0 . 3 2 3 
0 .288 0 . 3 0 4 





















Three Dimensional Delsquare Coefficients for Ni.Mo Quenched from 1000°C, 






















< § > l m n 
„2 m 
< 6 > Imn 
A 2 n 
< 6 > Imn 
-0 .291 -0 .291 -0 .291 
-0,045 -0.045 -0.040 
-0 .231 -0 .073 -0.073 
0.015 -0.038 -0.038 
-0.032 -0.032 -0.017 
0.080 -0 .041 -0.019 
0.058 0.058 0.058 
-0 .004 0.000 0.016 
0.026 -0.009 -0.009 
0.024 0.024 0.010 
0.062 -0 .001 -0 .001 
0.072 -0.014 -0.038 
0.029 0.029 -0 .005 
0.080 -0.007 -0.007 
0.064 0.037 -0.005 
0.029 0.029 0.012 
0.054 0.020 0.020 
0.033 0.033 0.023 
0.022 0.022 0.022 
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Three Dimensional Delsquare Coefficients for Ni.Mo Quenched from 1000°C, 
and Ordered 10 Minutes at 650 C. 
LMN <6> l 
lmn 









































Three Dimensional Delcross Coefficients for Ni.Mo Quenched from 1000°C 
2 lm 2 mn 2 nl 
LMN <6> n <6> n <6> V 
Imn Iran Imn 
000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
110 -0.373 0.000 0.000 
200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
211 0.000 -0.094 0.000 
220 -0.222 0.000 0.000 
310 -0.161 0.000 0.000 
222 -0.176 -0.176 -0.176 
321 0.000 0.000 -0.115 
400 0.000 0.000 0.000 
330 -0.297 0.000 0.000 
411 0.000 -0.024 0.000 
420 -0.224 0.000 0.000 
332 -0.261 0.000 0.000 
422 -0.239 -0.144 -0.239 
431 0.000 -0.099 0.000 
440 -0.378 0.000 0.000 
433 0.000 -0.254 0.000 
442 0.371 -0.215 -0.215 























Three Dimensional Delcross Coefficients for Ni.Mo Quenched from 1000°C 
and Ordered 5 Minutes at 650°C. 
LMN <6> i _ <6> TL <§> i m n 
000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
110 -0.302 0.000 0.000 
200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
211 0.000 -0.064 0.000 
220 -0.045 0.000 0.000 
310 -0.036 0.000 0.000 
222 -0.031 -0.031 -0.031 























400 0.000 0.000 
330 . 0.000 0.000 
411 -0.005 0.000 
420 0.000 0.000 
332 0.000 0.000 
422 0.001 -0.003 
431 -0.004 0.000 
440 0.000 0.000 
433 0.022 0.000 
442 0.011 0.011 
444 0.020 0.020 






















Three Dimensional Delcross Coefficients for Ni.Mo Quenched from 1000°C 
































0 . 000 
-0 007 
0. 000 
- 0 . 014 
0. 024 
- 0 . 020 
0 . 000 
• - 0 . 021 
0 . 000 
0 . 026 
0 . 011 
„2 mn 
<6 > , 
Imn 
^ c 2 n l 
< 6 > l m n 
0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 
0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 
- 0 . 0 6 1 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 3 8 - 0 . 0 3 8 
0 .000 - 0 . 0 2 4 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
- 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 . 0 1 3 - 0 . 0 2 0 
- 0 . 0 1 3 0 .000 
0 .000 0 .000 
0 . 0 0 1 0 .000 
0 .008 0 . 0 0 8 






THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE "DIFFRACTION COODINJATES 
FOR A SOJARE GRID IN THE -CC 3D VOLUME FOR MAKING 
DIFFUSE SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS. 
OUTPUT DATEX INSTRUCTIONS. 
10 FORMAT ( 1HN»3I3»5H/1026»I5»5HT1026»I5»10H*102600000» 
15.H = 20 26» I5»5H = 2 0 0 6f 15 ) 
20 FORMAT (iHKr 35HNUMJER OF POINTS IN THIS ELEMENT IS# 15 ) 
40 F 0 R V i A T ( b F 1 0 . 5 ) 
41 FORMA T (1 HI * 20X ' 3.HN1- * F9. b t 3HN2 = ' F9. 6 r 3HN3= * F9.6/// 
120Xr6HAZERO=rF9.5///20Xr7HLAM3DA=#F9.6 ) 
100 FORMATUHlr 50X»5HPLANE*15) 
120 FORMAT ( 1H0» 5GX» 4HLINE' 15 ) 
150 FORMAT ( 40HN • 1 1 1/102501252T10260000Q*!02600000' 
120H=202605222=200605222 ) 
DIMENSION T0THTA(41rtfi) , CHl(4l>41) » PHI(41,41) > 
13(41r4l) t C(41»4l) r IT0THA(41'4l) > ICHl(4l,41) > 
2A(«+l»'4l) r IPHI (41»4l) 
REAL LAM3'UA»Nl »N2»N3 
READ(5*40) NlrN2rN3rAZER0»LAM3DA 






DLTAH3 = 0 # f j 5 
2=0.0174532925 
16 DO 1000 <=1'6 
1 N-0 
M = 0 
WRITE(6»100> K 
WRITE ( lrl50) 
RK.=K-1 
H3 = H300 + (RK*DLTAH3 ) 
K<=21 
25 KM=K 
DO 200U JzKMrKK 
WRITE (6rl20 ) J 
RJ=J-1 
H2 = H200 + (RJ*DLTHH2 ) 
IF '( J .GE« 11 ) GO TO 75 
IF ( J .GT. 12-K ) oO TO 55 
I< = < 
K<K=10+J 
GO TO 55 
55 I< = 12-J 
81 
KKK = 10+J 
GO TO 65 
75 I< = J - 10 
IF ( J .S£. 10+K .AND. J .LE. 22~K ) GO TO 85 
KKK= 22-IK 
GO TO 65 
85 KKK- 21 
6 5 DO 3 0 0 0 I = IK*KK:< 
N = N + 1 
M = V1 + 1 
R I = I - 1 
HI = H100 + (RI+DLTAH1 ) 
F = (LAM3DA/AZE30 ) * ( S3RT( Hl**2 + H2* + 2 + H3**2 ) ) 
TOTHTA(I»J)=(2.0/Z>* ASIN(F) 
C(IrJ) = TDTHTA(IrJ) * 100.0 
ITOTHA(lrJ) = C(I»J) 
FF = ( H l + N l + H2*N2 + H3*N3 ) / ( (SORT ( H l * * 2 + - ,2 * *2 + 
1H3* *2 ) ) * < S & R T ( N 1 * * 2 + N2* *2 + N 3 * * 2 ) ) ) 
C H K l f J ) = ( 1 . 0 / Z ) * - ACOS(FF) 
A < I » J ) = C i K I ' J ) * 1 0 0 . 0 
I C H K l f J ) = A ( l » J ) 
FFFF = Z * C H I ( I » J ) 
FrF - ( ,43*N1 - 4 1 * . M 3 ) / { ( S O R T ( , \ l l**2 + N 3 * * 2 ) ) * 
1<S3RT< ril**2 + H2**2 + H 3 * + 2 ) ) * S I N ( F F F F ) ) 
P . H I ( I » J ) = ( 1 . 0 / Z ) * ASIN(FFF) 
GO TO 750 
750 3 ( I r J ) = P H I ( I r J ) * 1 0 0 , 0 
I P H K I * J ) = 3 ( I » J ) 
COS 1 = N l / ( ( N l * * 2 + N2**2 ) * * 0 . 5 ) 
COS 2 = H l / ( ( H l * * 2 + H2**2 ) * + 0 * 5 ) 
IF ( COS 2 •<$?:. COS 1 ) 30 TO 1500 
ICHI(I»J) = 36000 - ICHKIfJ) 
1500 WRITE ( 1,10 ) IpJ».<r ICHKIfJ) * IPHI(I#J), IiOTHAdrJ)' 
HTOTHA(Irj) 
IF ( M ,LT. 50 ) GO TO 3000 










THIS PROGRAM CORRECTS THE TOTAL DIFFUSE SCATTrRED 
INTENSITY FOR POLARISATION* RESONANCE AND 
COMPTON INTENSITY A\,D FINALLY DIVIDES 3Y THE LAUE 
MONOTONIC INTENSITY FOR THE FCC 30 VOLUME OF ^PARKS. 
MODIFIED FROM THE 2^ TO 30 VERSION 3Y 3.CHAKRAVARTI. 
REAL viwPr MASr MAPL'IO^RMPr LMONO ( 21 r 21) , IPOLY* 
1INTC0R( 21*21)* Iv,EAS(21r21) * INTNOR (21 * 21) * IS(21*21) 
DIMENSION FMI(105)r FMOC105)* C0MPNI(1G5)» COv.PMO (105) • 
1 T0THTA(21r21) r INT(21 > 21>»C(21»21)r COMP(21 * 21)» 
2P0LF(21'21>r BREMST(2l»21) 
1 FORMAT(3Fl0.5) 
2 FORMAT (16F5.2) 
3.F0RMATC16I5) 
5 FORMAT (lHl'50X»5HPLANErI5 ) 
«+ FORMAT < 5^Xf I6»1'4X» I f> ) 
b FORMAT ( 1H0» 50Xr 4HLINE' 15 ) 
3 FORMAT ( *45XrF5.2r4X, I6r l'4Xr 16 > 
10 FORMAT ( 1H» 31 3 * 2X * F5. 2 ' 3X * F5. 2 »2X »F5.2' 2 ( 2X » F y 2) r 2X » F7.3» 
llX»F7.4*2X'F5.2flX»F5.2 > 
12 FORMAT ( lHKr 35HNU.MBER OF POINTS IN THIS ELEMENT IS* 15 ) 
25 F0RMAT(1H0'2X» 1HI'2AI. H J F 2X#ltf:<» 1X,7HT0 TETA* 2X#5HFQFNl» 
12X»5HF0Fvi0» 2X»7HRA,V I NT t 2X t 7HN0RMINT* 2Xr 7HC0R INT»1X» 
27HINT N0R,2X>5HLM0NO,1X»5HCMINT ) 
i*5 FORMAT (1H1»10X » 3HFNi • 7X » 3HFv,o » 7X r 6HC0MPNI» 4X t ftHCOMPMO > 
41 FORMAT (1H »r3X»F5.2"+X»F5.2»7X»F5.2'5XrF5.2 ) 
Z = 0.0174532925 
READ ( 5» 1 )A»'S» M.JP» MAS* MAPLflOVRMPr IPOLY' XSU3XA 
R5AD (b?l > ANSM» ANGP» 3REM 
READ (5» 3) ISSr IFI 
READ ( 5r 2 ) (FNI(l)r 1= ISS»r~I > 
READ ( 5r .2 ) (FMO(l), 1= ISS'IFI ) 
READ ( 5r 2 )( C0MPNI(I)» 1= ISS> IFI ) 
READ ( 5, 2 )( COMPMO(I)r 1= ISS* IFI ) 
WRlTE(b»i*5> 
W R l T E ( b r t f l ) ( F N K D » F M 0 ( D »C0M?NICI)*COMPMOCT> ' 
1 I = I S S » I F I ) 
WRITE ( 5r 1 ) AwS» W P r M A S * MAPL'JOVRMP# IPOLYr XSU3XA 
WRITE < 6r 1 ) ANGM' ANGP' 3REM 
WRITE ( 6 , 3 ) 1SS> I F I 
Y= ( AWS*MAS*I0VR4P ) / ( M/. 'P*MAPL*IPOLY ) 
COSM = ( C 0 S ( 2 * A N G M ) ) 
COSP = ( C 0 S ( Z * A N S P ) ) * * 2 
PN = 1.0 +• COSM*COSP 
WRITE (6#1) Y'COSM' COSP' PN 




WRITE ( b» 5) K 
WRITE ( 6» 25 ) 
REAiXS*1*) INORNIrINORCO 
-I NORM = INORNI-INORCO 
READ (5rt| ) iCHKNif ICHKCO 
ICHK = ICHKNI - ICHKCO 
A=FLOAT(lNORM)/FLOAr(lCHK> 
WRITE ( 6*1 ) A 
KK = 21 
K^ = K 
DO 2000 J = KM'KK 
WRITE (6 ,6 ) J 
IF ( J .ST. 11 ) GO TO 50 
IF ( J .ST. 12-K ) GO TO 40 
IK = K 
K;<< = io+ j 
GO TO 65 
40 IK = 12-J 
KKK = 10+ J 
GO TO b5 
50 IK = J- 10-
IF ( J .GE. 10 + K .AND. J «LE. 22-K ) GO TO f»0 
KKK = 22- IK 
GO TO 65 
60 K<K=21 
65 IrIK 
70 IF ( I .GT. KKK ) GO TO 3000 
N = N+1 
M = M + 1 
IF ( M »LT. 51 ) GO TO 85 
READ(Srif) ICHKNI' ICHKCO 
ICHK = ICHKMI - ICHKCO 
A=FLOAT(I,NORM)/FLOAT(ICHK) 
WRITE ( 6»1 ) A 
M = 0 
GO TO 70 
85 READ(5»B) TOTHTR*INTNI»INTCO 
TOTHTA(Irj) = TOTHTR 
111= TOTHTA(IrJ) 
C(I»J) = III 
DELT = TOTHTA(I'J) - C(I»J> 
INT(I»J> = INTNI - iNTCO 
lviEA5( J> J)= FL0AT(INT(I» J) )/60.0 
C POLARISATION FACTOR 
COSS = ( C0S(Z*T0THTA(I»J>>>**2 
POLF(IrJ) = PN/C1.0 + C05M*C055J 
C RESONANCE CORRECTIONS 
• BREviSTU* J> = 3REM / • (1,0+COSM*COSS> 
C COMPTON INTENSITY 
COMPLO =XSU3XA*C0MPM()(III) + (1. 0-XSU3XA ) *COMoNI (III) 
COVIPHI =XSUBXA*COMP>iO(III + l) + (1.0-XSUBXA)*CoMPNI(III+l) 
84 
C O v . P ( I » J > = COMPLO + D-ILT*(CO^PH1-COV!PLO ) 
LAUE viONOTONIC INTENSITY 
FOFNI - F N K I I D + J E L T * ( P ; J I ( I I 1 + 1 ) - f . N K I I D ) 
FOFMQ = F v j Q d I I ) + J E L T * ( F M 0 ( I I H - 1 > - F M O d l D ) 
L ^ O N O U i J ) = X S : J 3 X A + ( 1 » 0 - X S U 3 X A ) * ( ( F 0 F V I 0 - F 0 F N I > * * 2 > 
CORRECTED INTENSITY 
I N T C 0 R ( 1 » J ) = ( ( Y * P O L c d » J ) * I M E A S ( I r J ) ) - (CoMP ( I r J ) + 
1BRE 4 S T ( I » J ) ) ) / L V i U N O d r J ) 
i N T N O R ( I r J ) = ( ( Y * P 0 L F ( I » J ) * I 5 ( I » J ) ) - ( C O M o ( I » J ) + 
13REMSTU*U . )> ) / L X O N O d r J ) ; 
W R I T E ( o r l Q ) ItJ'Kf 1 0 T H T A ( I r J ) r FOFNI r FOF^IO' 
1 IV |EAS(1» J ) * I S d r J ) ' I N T C O R ( I r J ) » I N T N O R ( I » J ) , 
2 L M 0 N 0 ( I r J ) r CO>1P( I f J ) 
1 = 1 + 1 
GO TO 70 
3 0 0 0 CONTINUE 
2 0 0 0 CONTINUE 
W R l T E ( b » 1 2 > N 
1000 CONTINUE 




THIS PROGRAM SEPARATES THE MEASURED DIFFUSE INTENSITY 
INTO THE FOUR COMPONENTS BY THE QUADRATIC SEPARATlOiN 
METHOD FOR THE THREE DIMENSIONAL CASE. 
17 FORMATdOXr 15 ) 
690 FORMAT* lX»2!3r 3X^7.3) 
700 F0RMATdHlr59X' 15HIDI -FUSE ( HI * H2) /) 
710 FORMAT ( H i * 61X » 11HT1H2( HI r.H2)/> 
720 FORMAT(Hi'61X* 11HT2H2(HItH2)/) 
730 FORMAT ( H i r 61X * ll.NTHl (Hi H2)/) 
7<+0 FORMAT ( H i »o2X»9HT<+( HI H2>/) 
750 F0RMAT(16I5) 
760 FORMATdH d6l5) 
770 FORMAT ( 20X» F7.3 ) 
780 F0RMAT(lX*2I3»(llXrF7.3'^XrF5.2 * 
800 FORMAT(1H<'20H* (HI»H2>=(0•0»-1*5>»90X» 
• 120H(H1»H2)=(1.5»-1.S) *) 
810 FORMAT(1H<»19H* ( ~ll' H2 ) = ( U . 0 ' 1 • S)'92X» 
115H(HlrH2)=(1.5»1.5> *) 
820 F0R'-1AT1H<»20H* ( HI * H2 > = ( 0 . 5 * -0 « 5> t 90X * 
120H(HlrH2)=U.6r-0.b) *) 
830 FORMAT ( 1H.<» 19H* < HI' H2 > = < 0 . 5 * 1 • b) * 92X r 
119H(H1»H2)=(1.5»1.5) +) 
B^O FORMAT d H < ' 19H* ( HI • H2 ) = ( 0 . b ' 0 • 0 ) » 92X r 
U9H(Hl»H2)=d.0»0.0> *> 
850 FORMAT (H<»19H* ( HI * H2 ) = ( 0 . 5» 1 • 0 ) • 92X» 
119H(HlrH2)=tl.0»1.0)*) 
860 FORMAT^1HK»19H* (HI»H2>=<0.0t0•0)r92X* 
119H(HlrH2)=<0.5rO.O>*) 
870 FORMAT ( 1H.\»19H* ( HI» H2 ) = C 0 • 0V 0 • 5) ' 92X» 
119H(H.l»H2)=(0.5r0.5) *) 
880 FORMAT(HI•6UX'13hlORDER(Hi»H2>/> 
890 FORMATdHl r33X»35HTME ORDER INTENSITY WITH SYMMETRY A# 
131HCR0SS THE 110 LINE 3EINS FORCED) 
395 FORMAT(Hir60Xr 13HMIN0RD(Hi#H2> / > 
900 F0RMAT(10X»^F8.3 ) 
1000 FORMATdH rl7F7.2) 
DIMENSION DIFUS1(31r6i,6)r TIH2(31»51»6)# T2H?(21121 * 6)» 
1T1H1(21*21»6)r T4(21»21»5) 
REAL I0RDER(21'21rb ) 
1 READ(5'750) NPTSH1 tNPTSH2*MPT5H3 
RD1=NP1SH1-1 
RD2 = .NDT5H2-1 
RD3=NPTbH3-l 
NP1M1=NPTSH1-1 
NPlPl=iNPTSHl + l 
Nl=3*NPT5Hl-2 
N1T2M1 = 2*\|PTSH1-1 
N1T2 = 2*\'3TSH1 
N l T 4 U 3 = 4 * N P T S H l - 3 
NP2V|1=NPTSH2-1 
NP2P1=NPTSH2+1 






N2T5>14 = b*NjPTSH2-4 
N2 = 6*NlPT-5H2-5 
N 3 = ( N P T 5 H 3 + 1 . 0 ) / 2 . 0 
IV1ID=( ( N l T 2 V l l - . N P T 5 H l ) / 2 . 0 > + M P T S H l 




DO 100 K=l»6 
KMK=30+K 
2 :vj = 0 
N = 0 
DD 210 J=31r6l 
K<=J-30 
IF ( J .LT. KMO GO TO 85 
K<K=31 
JJ=J-30 
K = J-30 
I = IK 
IF ( J .ST. 41 > 50 TO 50 
IF ( J .ST. 42~K ) GO TO 1'+ 
K K = 9 + K 
GO TO 30 
14 IKK=51-J 
30 DO 20 I=IK»IKK 
20 DIFUSKIr JrK)=0.0 
CONTINUE 
KK=20tI< 
K<1 = IK< + 1 
KK1=<I< + 1 
DO 40 1=IK*1»KIK 
11=1-10 
M = M+1 
READ(5>770> DIFJSI<I»J»K) 
IF ( DIFJSI<IfJ'K) .SE. 0.0 ) GO TO 40 
DIFUSKIr J»K) =0.0 
4 0 CONTINUE 
DO 43 l=.<IKlrKKK 
43 DIFU3I(IrJrK)=0.0 
GO TO 300 
50 IF ( J .3T. 51 ) SO TO 65 
I F ( J » 3 E . 10+K . A N D . J . L E . 5 2 - K ) GO TO s 5 
K.vjK = ^ 2 - K 
GO TO 60 
55 KNK=31 
60 I F ( I . G T . KNK ) GO TO 300 
1 1 = 1 - 1 0 
READ(5 t770) DIFUSI( I r J * < ) 
1 = 1 + 1 
<N=N + 1 
, IF ( DIFUSI(IrU»K) .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 61 
DIFUSI(I»U><) =0.0 
61 GO TO 60 
65 DO 70 I=IK»<KK 
70 DIFUSI(IrJ»K)=0.0 
300 CONTINUE 
GO TO 210 
35 DO 250 I=<K»31 
250 DIFUSI d » J»<)=0.0 
210 CONTINUE 
NjvpN + M 
WRITE(6»17) NM 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 103 <=i»M3 
K<=30+K 
DO 103 U=KK»UMID 
UU=U-30 
DO 103 I=NPTSH1»N1 
103 DIFUSI(I»:<K»UJ)=DIFJSI (I*U»K) 
DO 105 K=1»N3 
DO 105 U=N2T3MlrN2 
NN = U-N2T3v,l + l 
DO 105 I=1»NN 
UREFL1=N2T3M3+I 
105 DIFUSI(IfU»K)=DIFUSl(NN+l'UREFLlr<) 
DO 125 <=1»N3 
DO 125 I=1»N1 
DO 125 J= l»M2T3V i3 
J3EFL2=N2+1-J 
125 DIFUSI (lO»K)=DIFUSi (I»UREFL2>K) 
WRITE(6»700) 
WRITE(6*300) 
DO 123 K=lrN3 
DO 128 J=lrN2 
128 ;VRITE(6rl000) (DIFUSI (I#U»K) f I=1>N1 ) 
;VRI rE(b»810) 
DO 1'4 5 < = 1»I3 
DO l i b J = N2T2Vi l»N2 
UU = U + l - N 2 T 2 * 1 l 
DO lib 1=1'Ml 
115 T1H2<I»J»<)=DIFUSI(1rJ»K)-DIFUSI<ItJJrK) 
WRITE(or 710) 
W R I T E ( 6 » 9 2 0 ) 
DO 143 K = J » N 3 
DO l '+8 J = M2T2V|1»N2 
148 ,VR lTE(6 r 1 0 0 0 ) ( T l H 2 ( I » J » . O r I=NPTSH1»N1 > 
WRITE (-6* 330) 
DO 155 .< = lfN3 
DO 155 J=MPTSH2rN2T2Ml-
Jj = J + ,M2T3M3 
J J J = J + N P 2 M 1 
DO 155 I = N P T S H l » N l T 2 r J | i 
155 T 2 H 2 ( I r J r K ) = T 1 H 2 < I » J J » K ) - T 1 H 2 ( I t J J J r K ) 
DO 160 .< = 1»N3 
DO 160 I = M P T 5 H l r N41T2M1 
DO 160 J = 1 * N P 2 M 1 
J j = N 2 T 2 y l l + l - J 
160 T 2 H 2 ( I » J r K > = T 2 H 2 ( I » J J » < > 
.DO 165 < = 1 r'J3 
DO 165 J = 1»M2T2 ,41 
DO 165 I = 1 » N P 1 M 1 
I I = M l T 2 v m - l - I 
165 T 2 H 2 ( I » J » : \ > = T2H2 ( 1 1 r J> .<) 
W R I T E ( 6 * 7 2 0 ) 
i ^ I T E ( o » 3 4 0 ) 
DO 163 < = 1 * N 3 
DO 163 J=1#N2T2M1 
163 WRlTE(o» l f ) U 0 ) ( T 2 H 2 ( I » J » < ) » I=NPTSH1 *N1T2VI1 
WRITE(6»350> 
DO 170 <=1»M3 
DO 170 I = N j P T S H l ' N l T 2 M l 
I I = N 1 T H , - 1 3 + 1 - I 
DO 170 J : = i ' M 2 T 2 M l 
JJ = NI2T3M3-»-J 
170 T1H1(I»J»K> = TlH2(lrJJrK) - T1H2(11 * JJ»K) 
DO 172 K=1»N3 
DO 172 J=1»NPTSH2 
JJ=22-J 
DO 172 I = J J » N 1 T 2 M 1 
11= J1T2-I 
172 T l r i K J J » H » K ) = T 1 H 1 ( I » J ' K > 
DO 173 <=1»M3 
DO 173 J = NPTSH2»N2T*V|1 
DO 173 I= .MPT54l»?vJ lTd^ l 
173 T 1 H 1 ( J » I » K ) = T H 1 ( I » J » < ) 
DO 1 7 5 K = l » N 3 
DO 175 J = l » ,N2T2v i l 
DO 1 7 5 I = 1»NP1VJ1 
I I=MI r ^ n i - i 
175 T1H1(I»J»K) = -TlHHlI»Jr<) 
WRITE(b»72 0) 
WRITE(6»8i*0> 
DO 178 <=1»N3 
DO 173 J = J »N2T2M1 
89 
178 WRITE(6r1000) ( TlHi(I»J»<)» I-NPTSH1»N1T2M1 ) 
WRITE(6r050) 
DO 190 <=1#N3 
R.< = K~1 
H3=RK*QLTAH3. 




DO 190 I=MPT5H1»N1T2M1 
RI=I-1 
H 1 = R I * D L T A H I 
190 T M l r J r K ) = T l H 2 ( I r J J r K ) - 0 . 5 * H 1 * T 1 H 1 < I » J » K > - 0 . 5 * H 3 * 
K - T 1 H K I r j # K ) ) + 0 . 5 * ( 1 . 0 - 2 . 0 * H 2 > * T 2 H 2 ( I r J#K> 
DO 195 K = l f N 3 
DO 1 9 5 J = 1» \ I2T2M1 
DO 195 l=lfNPlMl 
II-N1T2M1+1-I 
195 T4d* J»<) = T4<II» J'K) 
. WRITE(6r740) 
WRITE(b»840) 
DO 193 K = 1».M3 
DO 1 9 0 J = l # W 2 T 2 v | l 
1 9 8 W R l T E ( b r l u O O ) ( T 4 ( I # J » K ) » I=NPTSH1»NIT2V I1 > 
W R I T E ( 6 » 9 5 0 ) 
DO 2 0 0 K=1»N3 
R < = K - 1 
H3=RK*DLTAH3 
DO 200 J=1#N2T2V|1 
R J = J - 1 
H2=RJ*DLTAH2 
JJ=N2T3M2-1+J 
DO 200 I = N P T 5 H l » N l T 2 v | i 
R I = I - 1 
H l = R I * D L T A r i l 
2 0 0 I O R D E R d t J r :<) = D I F u S K I r J J r K ) -
1 H 2 * T M 1 » J » » 0 - H 1 * T 4 ( J» I » K ) - H 3 * T l * ( I » J » K ) -
2 0 . b * ( H l * * 2 ) * T 2 H 2 ( J r I » . < ) - 0 . 5 * ( H 2 * * 2 ) * T 2 H 2 ( I # J r | < > -
3 0 . 5 * ( H 3 * * 2 ) * T 2 H 2 ( I t J, <) - 0 . 5 * H l * H 2 * T H i ( I » J » K ) " 
4 0 . 5 * H 1 * H 3 + T 1 H 1 ( I » J » K ) - 0 • 5 * H 2 * H 3 * ( - T 1 H 1 d # J » K ) ) 
W R I T E ( 6 » S 8 0 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 r & i | 0 > 
DO 1 0 0 3 K = l r N 3 
DO 1 0 0 3 J = l » M 2 T 2 y i 
1 0 0 3 ttRITE(o»loOO)( I O R D E R d » J*K> f I = N P T S H l * N l T 2 M l ) 
W R I T E ( b > 8 5 0 ) 
DO 1 0 0 5 ,< = i » N 3 
DO 1 0 0 5 J - 1 » ^ P T S H 2 
DO 1 0 0 5 I = 1 * M P T S H 1 
I I = M 1 T 2 V . 1 + 1 - I 
1 0 0 5 I O R D E R d * J r K ) = l O R D E R ( I I » J » K ) 
90 
DO 1400 K=1»N3 
DO 1400 J=1»N?TSH2 
DO 140U IrlrNPTSHl 
1400 WRITE<2»900> I ORDER <1rJ*K)r TMI»J»K)» T2H2(I»J'K>' 








C THIS PROGRAM C A L C J L H T E S THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
C ALPHAS' 3 A VISAS' DcLiQ-jARE MiD DELCROSS COEFFS. 
C 
12 FOR'^AT(2~5.0» F«*.0» 213* 15 ) 
17 F0R^AT(20X»I5»F3.3 > 
18 F 0 R V . A T ( 1 0 X ' 2 I 5 » F 8 . 3 ) 
92 F 0 R v . A T ( l H K f 6 I 5 > 
300 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X » 4 F 8 . 3 ) 
500 F 0 R V ' A T ( 3 I 5 > 
5 0 3 FORMAT U F l O . 4 > 
830 F 0 R v . A T ( l H l ' 6 G X » 13HURDER ( H i» H2> / ) 
1000 F O R V i A T l U r 1 7 F 7 . 2 ) 
DIMENSION X ( l l ) r r ( i l ) » Z ( i l ) » < L C l l > * K M ( l l ) » K N ( l l ) r 
1 F ( l l ) # FA ( l l » l l > » F3 U l ) r FC ( l l ) i FD ( l l > * 
2 F l v i ( i i ) r F A l - - » ( l l r l D » ~31 ' *< (11 ) ' F C i y d l l r F D I M ( 1 1 ) » 
3 F 2 v K l l ) f F A 2 M ( l l f l D » - 3 2 ^ ( l l ) » F C 2 V ( 1 D » FD2M<11>» 
4 F 3 V I ( 1 D ' F A y i ( U » l l ) » - 3 3 - l C l l ) * F C 3 ^ ( H ) r F D 3 « l U l ) 
DIViENS'IDN 5 R 0 I N l T ( l l » l i » l l ) » c j 2 ( l l » U » l l ) » R 2 ( l l t l l » l l > » 
l S 2 ( l L r l l » l l ) » A L P H A ( 9 r 9 r 9 ) » 3AVtA>i ( 9 * 9» 9 ) t 
2 D L S 0 ' 4 ( 9 » 9 r 9 ) * DCRuM(9»9*9> 
91 
TriOPI=S.2831B53 
D E L T A 3 Q . 0 0 0 1 
READ (5» bOO) NPTSH11 ;<PTSH2 » MPTSH3 
READ ( 5» 5 0 0 ) LMAX r ^ A X r K|V|AX 
R E A D ( 5 r 5 0 3 ) SYMADJ* SYAD32* SYADR2* SYADS2 
READ ( 5 » 5 0 3 ) DLTA41 »• DLTAH2 ' DLTAH3 
NP1P1=, \PTSHH-1 
WP2Pl= i> iPT5H2f l 
NP3P1=NPTSH3*1 
N3=(NPT5H3 + D / 2 
DO 250 < = 1 ' 6 
DO 250 J = l r > ] P T S H 2 
DO 250 I = l » \ I P T S H i 
250 R E A D < 5 r 3 0 0 ) SROIUT ( I r J r K ) t 02 ( I » J ' K ) r R 2 d » J » K ) » 
l S 2 ( I » J r K ) 
DO 510 <=1»N3 
II=NP3P1-K 
DO 510 J-<»II 
JJ=NP2P1-J 
DO 510 I-< rII 
K < = ^ P 1 P 1 - I 
510 S R O I M T C I I r J J » K O = 5 R 0 l v j T ( I r J ,K> 
DO 520 <-l»^3 
JJ=NP2P1-K 
DO 520 J-KrJJ 
II=NPlPl-< 
DO 520 I = K r I I 
520 SR 0 INT ( J » I t K ) = 5>R0 IM I" ( I » J , <) 
DO 530 < = 1»TJ3 
KK = >JP3Pl-K 
DO 530 J = < > < < 
I I = M P 1 P 1 - K 
DO 530 I = K r I I 
530 5 R 0 1 ; ' - J T ( 1 K r J ) = S R O I M f ( i , J fO 
DO 5^0 l= :43r , \JPT5Hl 
K < = N P 3 P 1 - I 
DO 5 1 0 <=<<»I 
DO 510 J = < r l 
5t+0 S R O I 4 T C I r < r J ) = 5 ^ 0 1 NT ( I r J # < ) 
DO 550 I=N3»NPTSh i l 
J J = N P 2 P 1 - I 
DO 550 J = J J * I 
K < = N P 1 P I - I 
DO 550 < = < K » I 
550 5R0I - \ IT(K» j » I ) = 5 R 0 l N T ( i r j f < ) 
DO 5 Q 0 < = 1*\I3 
j j = ;> iP2P i -< 
DO 560 J = K ' J J 
U = M P l P l - < 
DO 560 I = . < » I I 
560 SROINTUr J» I ) =5R0INT ( I » Jr,<) 
DO 570 K = N 3 » N P T 5 H 3 
JJ-NP2P1-K 
DO 570 J=JJ»K 
II=NPlPl-i< 
DO 570 I=II»K 
570 5R0INT(I»K» J)=SROINT(lr Jr .<) 
DO 530 <=1»N3 
II=NP1P1-K 
DO 530 J=1»NPTSH2 
JJ=NP2P1-J 




DO 590 <=1»NPTSH3 
DO 590 J=1»NPTSH2 
DO 590 I=<»NPTSH1 
Q2(K»JfI)=32(IfJr<) 
590 R2U» J»I)=R2(I»Jf<> 
DO 595 <=1»N3 
K<=NP3Pl-< 
DO 595 J=1'NPTSH2 
DO 595 I=1»NPTSH1 
595 52d» J»<<)-32(I» JrK) 
DO 360 K=1»MPTSH3 
DO 360 J=1»NPT5H2 
360 WRITE(6»1000) ( SROiiNT<I 'J'K)» 
DO 150 L-1'LMAX 
KL(L)=L-1 
RL=L-1 
DO 150 V»=i»v|MAX 
Kvi(M)=M-l 
RV| = M-1 
DO 150 N = lr,iMAX 
KN(N)=N-1 
R,M = N-1 
L^N^UUD+iOK^J +<N<N) )/2 
RRLMN = Ly>J 
RLMrj=(RL + RM + RN) *0.5U 
TSTLMN = A35lRLMN-RRL-JN) 
IF(TSTLV,NJ .LE. DELTA) 30 TO i*00 
A L P H A ( L » vjt N) = 0 . 0 
GAVlAM(Lr v? f -N)=0.0 
DLSOVi(L»v|f N ) = 0 . 0 
DCRLM(L» \ * * M ) = 0 . 0 
GO TO 1^0 
t+00 CONTINUE 




DO 25 U=1,NPTSH2 
BJ=J-1 
TOPIHM= TtiOPI*DLTAH2*3J*3M 




F1M(K)=-32U ' J'O *C05(T03IHL)*SIN(T0PIHM)*C05(TCPHN) 
F 2 M ( K ) = - R 2 ( I » J».<) + C 0 5 ( T 0 P I H L ) * C 0 S ( T O P I H M > * C 0 S ( T O P I H M ) 
F 3 M ( K ) = + 5 2 < I » J » ' < ) * S I N ( T 0 P I M L ) * S I N ( T 0 P I H M ) * C 0 S ( T 0 P I H M ) 
15 X(K> = BK+DLTAH3 
CALL 5 I v 1? (X»FrFD# .v iP r5H3) 
F A ( I » J ) = F D ( N P T 5 H 3 ) 
F 3 ( J ) = F A ( I # J ) 
CALL S I M P ( X r F l M ' F D l M f \ p T 5 H 3 ) 
F A l M ( I r J ) = F D 1 ^ ( N P T 5 H 3 ) 
F 3 1 M ( J ) = F A l M ( I r J ) 
CALL SI v i3 (X»F2M»FD2 v i ^ - ]PTS.H3J 
FA2-1 (I r J ) =FD2V| ( MP T5H3) 
F32Vl( J)=FA2'1(I» J) 
CALL 51^^(XrF3VI»FD3M»MpTSH3) 
FA3M(I*J> = FD3^(MPrSH3> 
F33'̂ !(J) - FA3M(I»J) 
25 Y(J)=3uOLTAH2 
CALL Sl^^(Y'F3»FDr:viPT5H2) 
F C ( I > = F D ( N P r S H 2 > 
CALL S1V? ( Y ' F31 v-11 FO1M , NPTSH2) 
F C 1 M ( I ) = F J 1 M ( -JPTSH2) 
CALL 51V1P( YrF32 l - '»FD^MrMPT5H2) 
F C 2 ^ ( D = - D 2 M ( ^ P T S H 2 ^ 
CALL 51^p(YrF33^'FQ3MrNPTSH2> 
F C 3 M ( I ) " FD3VlCJPrSH2) 
35 2 ( D = 3 I * D L T A H 1 
CALL 5 1 ^ 3 ( Z » F C » F D » N P T 5 H D 
ALPHA ( L ' ^ » N ) = SYMADJ*-D(M.^T5H1) 
CALL S I v 1 3 < Z ' ' F C l ' i r r D l M r M P ' T S H l ) 
GAMAVKL'V!,,\ i) = 5YADG2*FD lvs (NPT5H l ) 
CALL S i v 1P(Z»FC2Vl rF02\1»*JPT5Hl ) 
DLSG-4 <Lrv,»N ) = SYAJR2*FD2"-1(NPT5H1) 
CALL S l w iP (Z»FC3 , ' 5 rFDbv | rNPTSHl ) 
DCRLVi ( L r \ i r . N ) = SYADb2*FQ3M(NPTSH1) 
1'40 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 
C A L L S M E L L ( A L P H A r L M A x » M v i A x » \ i v i A X » • A L P H A 1 ) 
CALL SHELL < 3AYAV , LVU;X r ^MAX r NMAX » »3AMAV|» ) 
CALL SHELL < JLSQ'4» L M A X r ^v-AX , NV,AX'• DLSQ^ » ) 
CALL S M E L L ( JCRL v t»L4AXr '"MAX» \VIAX» • D C R L V ) 





SUBROUTINE S I V | P ( X X f F X r A X ' N X ) 
DIMENSION X X ( 2 1 ) r F X ( 2 1 ) • A X ( 2 1 ) 
FNX=NX-1 
D E L X = ( X X ( N X ) - X X ( D ) / F N X 
AX(D=U.O 
DO 10 IX=2'NX>2 
10 AXCIX+D = AX(IX-l) + (DELX*(FX(IX-1>+4.0*FX(TX>+ 
1FX(IX-H> >*0.33333333 ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SHELL (COEr^rLMAX»WAX»NMAXtTITLE ) 
THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE AVERAGE VALUE OF COEFF IN A 
GIVEN COORDINATION SHELL -OR THE PERMUTATIONS OF THE 
NON-NEGATIVE INTEGER VARIABLES' L'M» AND N. 
INTEGER TITLE 
DIMENSION COEFF( 9r 9r 9)»KL(11>» KM(11)» KN(il) 
3002 FOR>lAT(lH + f 2Xf t*HR**^»7H L M N • 11X r 5H ( LMN> > 7X> 
15H(MNL)r7x»5H(NLM)» 7X* 5H ( N <1L>»7X»5H(MLN)#7x»5n(LNM> J 
30 03 F0R7iAT(20X'A5rb(7X»*5) ) 
3004 FDRV!AT(oF10 .5 ) 
3 0 0 5 FORMATdHOr I & f 1X# 3 I t £ r 4 X r S ( 2 X » F 1 0 . 5 ) ) 
W R I T E ( 6 r 3 0 0 3 ) ( T I T L E * 1 = 1*6 ) 
W R l T E ( 6 f 3 0 0 2 ) 
D E L T A = 0 . 0 0 0 1 
NR5ttMX= ( LMAX-1 ) * * 2 + (v|vvAX-l > * * 2 + ( N ^ ' A X - l ) * * 2 
DO 900 N = l r N ^ A X 
K N | ( N ) = N - 1 
RM=N-1 
DO 900 M = ,sj»MMAX 
K M ( M ) = M - 1 
RV| = VI-1 
DO 900 L=MrLMAX 
KL(L)=L-1 
RL=L-1 
NRSQ = K L ( L ) * * 2 + KM( V , ) * * 2 + K N ( N ) * * 2 
IF(NRSG) . b T . MR5GMXJ GO TO 1500 
L M M = ( < L l L ) + KV|(M)+i<N(N) ) / 2 
RLVIN = LiviN 
RRLMN=(RL + R'̂  + R N ) * 0 . b 
TSTLMN^ASSiRLMN-RRL^iN) 
IFCTSTLMN . S T . DELTA) GO TO 905 
WRITE ( o r 3 0 0 5 ) NRSoJr r \ L ( L ) »<vj(V|) r<N(N> r ZQZFF ( L r v/l * N) * 
l C 0 - F F ( M f N r L ) fCOEFFi >i»L»M> * COEFF (i\i» M* L> * 
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